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Abstract— Power modeling and estimation has become one of
the most deﬁning aspects in designing modern embedded systems.
In this context, DDR SDRAM memories contribute signiﬁcantly
to system power consumption, but lack accurate and generic
power models. The most popular SDRAM power model provided
by Micron, is found to be inaccurate or insufﬁcient for several
reasons. First, it does not consider the power consumed when
transitioning to power-down and self-refresh modes. Second, it
employs the minimal timing constraints between commands from
the SDRAM datasheets and not the actual duration between
the commands as issued by an SDRAM memory controller.
Finally, without adaptations, it can only be applied to a memory
controller that employs a close-page policy and accesses a single
SDRAM bank at a time. These critical issues with Micron’s power
model impact the accuracy and the validity of the power values
reported by it and resolving them, forms the focus of our work.
In this paper, we propose an improved SDRAM power model
that estimates power consumption during the state transitions to
power-saving states, employs an SDRAM command trace to get
the actual timings between the commands issued and is generic
and applicable to all DDRx SDRAMs and all memory controller
policies and all degrees of bank interleaving. We quantitatively
compare the proposed model against the unmodiﬁed Micron
model on power and energy for DDR3-800. We show differences
of up to 60% in energy-savings for the precharge power-down
mode for a power-down duration of 14 cycles and up to 80% for
the self-refresh mode for a self-refresh duration of 560 cycles.
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I. I NTRODUCTION AND M OTIVATION
Design-time and run-time power estimation is often used
for obtaining power/performance trade-offs, as per the design requirements of modern embedded Systems-On-Chip
(SoCs). DDR SDRAM memories contribute considerably to
SoC power consumption [4] and accurate power analysis of
SDRAMs is critical for deﬁning their run-time power management policies and for overall SoC design space exploration.
For this purpose, Micron’s SDRAM power model [1] is a
widely accepted and employed tool. However, it is found to
be inaccurate or insufﬁcient for several reasons including:
1) It does not consider the power consumed during the state
transitions from any arbitrary SDRAM state to the powerdown and self-refresh states, reporting optimistic power saving
numbers for these modes. Schmidt et al., also empirically
veriﬁed this shortcoming of Micron’s power model in [2].
2) It employs the minimal timing constraints between successive commands from SDRAM datasheets [13], [14] and not
the actual duration between them as issued by an SDRAM
controller, which may well be greater than the minimum constraints. Direct scaling of the power estimates obtained from

Micron’s power model gives pessimistic power consumption
values for basic SDRAM operations, such as reads and writes.
3) It cannot directly provide power consumption values
when an open-page policy or a multi-bank-interleaved memory
access policy [19] is employed. This is because, it assumes a
close-page policy by default and is directly applicable only
when a single SDRAM bank is accessed. When multiple
banks are accessed in parallel, Micron’s power model requires
adaptations for proper power and energy estimation.
4) It does not take into account the power consumed during
the pre-refresh clock cycles used to precharge all banks before
executing a Refresh, as a part of Refresh power.
This paper addresses all of the aforementioned issues by
proposing an improved SDRAM power model for all DDRx
SDRAMs. The proposed power model takes into account all
possible state transitions from any arbitrary SDRAM state to
the power-down and self-refresh states based on JEDEC speciﬁcations [15] [16]. Our generic power model accepts a cycleaccurate SDRAM command trace of any length (from a single
transaction to an entire application trace) from any memory
controller, supporting both open and close-page policies and
any degree of bank-interleaving memory access scheme. Our
proposed power model employs the actual timings between
commands obtained from any such SDRAM command trace,
in combination with the measured current and voltage values
reported by memory vendors in SDRAM datasheets. Current
users of Micron’s model, such as DRAMSim [17] and MemScale [7], can beneﬁt from our proposed power model, as it can
report improved SDRAM energy estimates for any window of
analysis (from a single transaction to an entire application).
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II discusses the related work in power modeling of
SDRAMs. Section III gives the background information on
SDRAM organization, operation and timing constraints. Section IV describes our approach to deriving the proposed power
model. In Section V, we propose power equations for the
basic power components to address issues (2) to (4) mentioned
above. We then address the issue of state transitions to powerdown modes and the self-refresh mode in Sections VI, VII
and VIII. Speciﬁcally, Section VI provides power equations
for the transitions from the stand-by (idle) mode to the powerdown modes. Section VII addresses transitions from any
arbitrary active mode of the memory to the power-down modes
and Section VIII discusses the transitions to the self-refresh
mode. In Section IX, we compare our power model against
Micron’s for different memory states and transitions and for
an H.263 video decoder application. Section X concludes the
paper, highlighting the signiﬁcance of our contributions.

II. R ELATED W ORK
Micron’s SDRAM power model [1] is most widely accepted
and has several current users including the likes of DRAMSim [17], MemScale [7] and [12]. However, it is found to
be inaccurate or insufﬁcient mainly due to the four issues
discussed in Section I. Schmidt et al., in [2] and [3] empirically
measured the power values from a DDR SDRAM and showed
that Micron’s power model provided approximate and worstcase power consumption numbers and over-estimated the
actual savings of the Self-Refresh mode for SDRAMs. They
also attributed these discrepancies to the fact that Micron’s
power model does not cover the state transitions to the SelfRefresh or the other power saving modes and veriﬁed this
using different benchmark applications.
Other existing SDRAM power models suggested by Rawson [5], Joshi et al. [6] and Ji et al. [9], propose similar
SDRAM power modeling like Micron, but none of them
identiﬁed or addressed the state transitions issue and hence,
do not provide any improved power estimation numbers. On
the other hand, Joo et al. in [8] employed an energy state
machine for SDRAMs and derived energy coefﬁcients for the
different memory states and state transitions to obtain more
accurate power estimates. However, their power model cannot
directly employ an SDRAM command trace and obtain the
actual timings between the commands, and therefore, cannot
be used to obtain accurate power estimates.
Memory power estimation tools like CACTI [11] can
provide more accurate power consumption values than the
other analytical power models and can be used for evaluating
different memory features during the design space exploration
of memory architectures. However, CACTI requires detailed
understanding of memory architectures and cannot be employed for obtaining run-time memory power estimates for a
given application, which is what is required by SoC designers.
Another promising tool by Thomas Vogelsang at Rambus
Inc [10], also aims to provide accurate power consumption
numbers for every component in the DRAM architecture. It
employs device-level details and technology speciﬁcations to
calculate the power numbers based on the switching activities and associated frequency of operation. However, since
memory vendors do not provide easy access to such detailed
speciﬁcations for their SDRAM memory architectures, the
use of this model is very limited. Hence, the most viable
method of estimating SDRAM power consumption in an SoC,
is still to use the current and voltage values from the SDRAM
datasheets [13], [14] that are based on real measurements, as
used by Micron and us. However, it should be kept in mind
that the correctness of the power model using these current
measures, deﬁnes the accuracy of the reported power values.
In this paper, we propose an accurate and generic SDRAM
power model that employs these measured current and voltage values from SDRAM datasheets, to provide transactionaccurate design-time and run-time power and energy estimates.
Our proposed power model employs the actual timings between commands from an SDRAM commands trace, caters to
all DDRx SDRAM memories and all memory controllers with
any arbitrary scheduling policy and provides accurate power
and energy estimates for any window of analysis.

III. SDRAM O RGANIZATION AND O PERATION
This section introduces the generic SDRAM architecture, its
operation and the associated timing constraints [18], for better
understanding of the proposed power model.
SDRAMs are organized in banks, rows and columns, as
shown in Figure 1. A bank includes memory elements (cells)
arranged in a matrix structure and a row buffer (with sense
ampliﬁers) to store contents of an active memory row. The
banks in an SDRAM operate in a parallel and pipelined
fashion, though only one bank can perform an I/O operation at
a particular instance in time and only one SDRAM command
may be issued to the memory per clock cycle. The memory
may operate in active, idle or power-down state and can have
one or more banks active in parallel, based on the degree of
bank-interleaving employed by the memory controller.

Fig. 1.

SDRAM Architecture

The basic SDRAM commands issued to the memory (shown
in Figure 1) include the following:
(a) A Precharge (PRE) command: Precharges the bit lines
(columns) across all the memory rows to the reference voltage
level and restores the contents of the row buffer (if any) back
into the memory array.
(b) An Activate (ACT) command: Activates the word line of
the indicated memory row and transfers the contents from the
memory cells in that row to the row buffer for further access.
(c) A Read (RD) command: Reads out a burst of data (Burst
Length of 4 or 8 words) from the row buffer.
(d) A Write (WR) command: Writes the accompanying burst
of data (4 or 8 words) to the speciﬁed columns in row buffer.
(e) A Refresh (REF) command: Refreshes the rows in the
memory at regular intervals to recharge the memory cells to
retain the data in the memory.
In addition to these commands, it is also possible to transition to power-down state by disabling the clock at run-time
to reduce power consumption, if the memory is not in use. It
is also possible to retain the memory contents in the powerdown state by employing the Self-Refresh feature, to refresh
the memory at signiﬁcantly lower power consumption.
For proper SDRAM operation, the commands discussed
above must be issued by the memory controller in a speciﬁc
order, while satisfying the associated timing constraints (for
DDR2 [15] and for DDR3 [16]). For instance, between issuing
an Activate and a Read command, the minimum timing con-

straint of tRCD should be respected. Some of these constraints
that need to be satisﬁed when issuing commands to a DDR3800 memory [14] are speciﬁed in Table I:
TABLE I
M ICRON DDR3-800 T IMING C ONSTRAINTS
Constraint
tRC
tRAS
tRCD
tRP
tRFC

Description (Minimum Time between)
Two ACTs to the same bank
An ACT and a PRE to the same bank
An ACT and a RD/WR to the same bank
A PRE and next ACT to the same bank
A REF and the next ACT

Time (cycles)
20
15
5
5
44

These timing constraints obtained from the datasheets are
the minimal timings between two commands. However, most
SDRAM controllers do not always issue commands as soon as
these minimal constraints are satisﬁed. Instead, they schedule
commands based on different command scheduling and rowbuffer management policies, where the actual duration between
any two issued commands may be greater than the minimum.
For instance, the memory controller may employ an open-page
policy [18] and delay issuing a precharge to a bank until there
is a row-miss on the subsequent access to that bank.
In general, memory controllers decide to employ the openpage policy or the close-page policy [18] based on the presence
or absence of data locality in the target application. The
former policy keeps the row buffer active to reduce the access
time for subsequent accesses to the same memory row in
the same bank, by not issuing a Precharge command at the
end of a transaction. The latter policy strictly closes the
active row buffer at the end of every transaction to a bank
with a Precharge command, for faster accesses to any other
random location in the memory in the subsequent transaction.
Additionally, read and write transactions can also be issued
with an auto-precharge ﬂag to automatically precharge as soon
as the transaction completes. Our generic power model is
devised to support both these row-buffer management policies.
IV. O UR A PPROACH
In this paper, we present equations to accurately model
power consumption of different SDRAM operations and estimate power savings for the different power-down modes
and the self-refresh mode. For this, we employ the actual
timing durations between successive commands issued by an
SDRAM controller (obtained using an SDRAM command
trace), instead of the minimal timing constraints from the
datasheets, as employed by Micron [1]. We take into account
the power consumed during the state transitions from any
arbitrary active/idle mode to the power-down mode and from
an idle state to the self-refresh mode. In short, we propose a
generic power model that is applicable to all DDRx SDRAM
memories and can be used with any memory controller using
any row-buffer management policy (open-page or close-page),
any command scheduling policy, and any degree of bank
parallelism or interleaving. We achieve this by employing a
ﬁve-step approach, as described below:
1. We execute a given application on a cycle-accurate
instruction set simulator and ﬁlter the accesses to the SDRAM
memory. These are forwarded to the SDRAM memory controller, where the memory commands with all the relevant
signals are logged, to get the SDRAM command trace.

2. We the employ this SDRAM command trace to get the
actual timings between commands, as opposed to the minimum
timings from the datasheets.
3. We observe the changes in the signals to the memory in
the logged trace, to identify the state transitions and the usage
of the power-saving modes.
4. We identify the current values for the states and state
transitions using JEDEC specs and the signals to the memory.
5. We derive the power consumption values for the different
SDRAM states and state transitions, using all the details and
speciﬁcations collected in steps (1) to (4).
To identify appropriate current consumption values for the
different state transitions to the power-down or self-refresh
mode, we observe: (a) the state the memory is in (active/precharged) before entering the power-down/self-refresh
mode, (b) the state it is expected to be in (active/precharged)
after powering back up or after exiting the self-refresh mode,
and (c) the changes to the CKE (Clock Enable) signal. We
obtain the timing requirements for those state transitions
from the JEDEC speciﬁed requirements (shown for DDR3 in
Figure 2), identify the duration of the transitions from the trace
and accurately calculate their energy consumption. Using this
approach, we obtain the power consumption values for any
such transition and compare our estimates against Micron’s.
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DDR3 Power-Down Transitions and Power Consumption

As shown in the ﬁgure, tCPDED, tCKE, tXP and tXPDLL
contribute to the transition periods when switching to the
power-down mode. Micron’s model assumes the power-down
current consumption (CPD ) for both the transition period and
the actual power-down period (tPD) (as indicated by the solid
line at the bottom in Figure 2). We corrected this ﬂaw, and
identiﬁed the correct current consumption (CTrans ) (shown by
the dotted line at the bottom in Figure 2) for the transition
periods. The shaded area in Figure 2, refers to the difference
in the current estimates reported by Micron and our model
during the clock cycles covering this transition period.
When it comes to regular transactions, Micron’s model
employs the minimal timing constraints (Table I) like tRC
(minimum duration between two Activates to the same bank),
as the transaction length to calculate power consumption for
the transaction. We instead propose to employ the actual
transaction length denoted by (tRCnew ) for every individual
transaction, as observed in the command trace of an SDRAM
memory controller, to calculate the exact power consumption
for that particular transaction. Note: tRCnew is used to represent
the transaction length for all transactions and should not be
misread as being the actual timing between two ACTs to the
same bank, instead of tRC. All the actual timing parameters
are hereafter referred with a sufﬁx ‘new’ and the minimal
timing parameters, without this sufﬁx. Note: In the context of
our power model, a read or write transaction ends when the
corresponding data transfer or the associated auto-precharge

(if any) ﬁnishes. Similarly, an idle transaction is deﬁned by
the duration of the continuous period of idle clock cycles. We
further clarify on the transaction lengths associated with every
operation, as and when we discuss them.
Micron’s model [1] assumes that an Activate is always
followed by a Precharge (close-page policy) in every transaction, at the end of the minimum active period tRAS. This
assumption rules out other policies like the open-page policy,
where a Precharge is not always used in every transaction and
the active period and the transaction length may be longer
than the minimum. Our generic model addresses this issue
by estimating power consumption of a transaction on a caseby-case basis, where a transaction may or may not have an
Activate and/or a Precharge command (open-page policy). Our
model also addresses scenarios when two or more transactions
are executed in parallel in different banks, as it independently
monitors the commands and signals to every bank and each
bank state on every clock cycle. Our generic power equations
can hence be employed individually for every transaction, thus
arriving at transaction-accurate power estimates. It should also
be noted that Micron’s power model is directly applicable only
when a single SDRAM bank is accessed, whereas our generic
model can be applied with any degree of bank-parallelism.
Figure 3 depicts the actual timing values for the parameters in
Table I and the command and data transfer cycles for different
transactions based on different memory access policies.
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(b) Activate - No Precharge (ANP)
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(d) Activate - Precharge (AP)
Fig. 3.

transaction is to the same row in the same bank as the current.
(3) NAP: No Activate but a Precharge (Figure 3(c)), because
last transaction was to the same row in the same bank as the
current and the next is to a different row in the same bank.
(4) AP: Both an Activate and a Precharge (Figure 3(d)),
because the last and the next transactions are to a different
row in the same bank.
In a nutshell, our approach addresses state transitions,
employs actual timings between commands and is applicable
to all memory controller policies. Our approach adheres to
JEDEC speciﬁcations for current and timings and we derive
our power model on the logical basis of this approach.
V. BASIC SDRAM P OWER M ODEL
Micron has identiﬁed the basic power components that
add up and contribute to overall memory power consumption [1]. These basic components include background power
components (contributing mainly to static power consumption), such as Active Background (ActBG ) and Precharged
Background (PreBG ) power, and active power components
(contributing mainly to dynamic power consumption), such
as Activate (ACT), Precharge (PRE), Read (RD), Write (WR)
and Refresh (REF) power. Unfortunately, Micron employs
the minimal constraints (issue (2) raised in Section I) to
calculate power consumption of these basic components. In
this section, we present alternatives to Micron’s equations
for these basic power components, considering the actual
timings between commands. In V-A, we cover the background
power components, in V-B, we detail power consumption of
ACT and PRE commands and in V-C and V-D, we derive
equations to provide power consumption of read, write and
refresh commands. In V-E, we discuss the auxiliary power
components that correspond to every read and write command,
including the ‘I/O’ power and the ‘Termination’ power. In V-F,
we provide a generic equation that combines all the basic
power components to compute power estimates for a trace of
any length from a single transaction to an entire application.
A general rule of thumb is that the background power components (static power elements) scale up with increase in the
timing parameters, since they are always consumed whenever
the memory is ‘ON’ (leakage). On the other hand, the active
power components (dynamic power elements) scale down with
increase in timing parameters, since they contribute to power
consumption only for the period when they are used (based
on the switching activity), and get averaged over the actual
transaction length (tRCnew ). The basic power components that
add up for a sample read transaction with burst length 8 (using
a close-page policy) are shown in Figure 4. The clock cycles
in which they are consumed are indicated by ‘X’, for instance,
P(RD) is consumed over 4 cycles of data transfer.

Actual Timing Parameters for different transaction types

As indicated in Figure 3, these transactions differ in their
usage of activates and precharges as per the different policies:
(1) NANP: No Activate and no Precharge (Figure 3(a)),
because the last and the next transactions are to the same row
in the same bank as the current transaction.
(2) ANP: An Activate but no Precharge (Figure 3(b)),
because the last transaction precharged the bank and the next
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Fig. 4.

Basic Power Components in a Read Transaction

A. Background Power
If all memory banks are in the precharged stand-by state,
the memory consumes a precharge background current (static
power component) of IDD2N [16]. However, even if a single
bank is in the active state, the memory consumes an active
background current (also static power component) of IDD3N .
Using these current speciﬁcations with the actual timings,
if a bank stays in the active state for a period of tRASnew
cycles out of the total transaction length of tRCnew cycles, it
consumes an average P (ActBG ) static power per cycle for the
entire transaction length, as shown in Equation (1). If on the
other hand, all the banks remain in the precharged state for
tRPnew cycles, the memory consumes an average P (PreBG )
static power per cycle, given by Equation (2) for the entire
transaction length.
tRAS
new
IDD3N × VDD /tRCnew
(1)
P (ActBG ) =

C. Read and Write Command Power
A Read command consumes IDD4R average current during
the cycles of the data transfer, while a Write command consumes IDD4W . Since these also include the active background
current values consumed during the read or the write, IDD3N
must be subtracted from the IDD4R and IDD4W currents, to
identify the power associated only with the Read and the Write
commands, respectively. To calculate the power associated
with the Read and Write commands, we ﬁrst sum the current
values over the number of cycles the data is on the data bus
when reading from or writing to the SDRAM, identiﬁed here
using tR and tW, respectively. These cycles of data transfer for
a single burst of data can are be derived using the ratio of burst
length (BL) to data rate (DR). For DDR memories this equates
to BL/2. The power values are scaled over the transaction
length tRCnew to get the average power consumed by a Read
and a Write, given by Equations (5) and (6), respectively.

n=1

P (PreBG ) =

tRP
new


IDD2N × VDD /tRCnew

P (RD) =
(2)

n=1

As shown in Equations (1) and (2), to estimate these power
values for any given transaction length tRCnew , the power
consumption due to these background power components is
scaled over the transaction length. These actual timings can
be derived from a command trace by calculating the duration
for which any of the banks is in the active state, and for which
all the banks are in the precharged standby state.
B. Activate and Precharge Command Power
IDD0 is speciﬁed as the average current consumed by the
memory when it executes an ACT command (to transfer the
data from the memory array to the row buffer) and a PRE
command (to charge the bit lines and restore the row buffer
contents back to the memory array), within the minimum
timing constraints. The IDD0 current value also includes the
active background current IDD3N for the minimum period for
which the row is active (tRAS) and the precharge current IDD2N
for the minimum period for which the row is precharged (tRC
- tRAS). Hence, these should be subtracted from IDD0 for
the appropriate durations and averaged over the transaction
length tRCnew to identify the average power consumed only
due to the ACT and PRE commands. The unmodiﬁed Micron
power model speciﬁes these two power components as one,
assuming by default, a close-page policy. However, we split
them as P(ACT) and P(PRE) and provide estimates by using
the same total average current of IDD0 and apply it separately
to the two components, based on the ratio of the number of
active cycles to precharge cycles in the transaction, as shown in
Equations (3) and (4), respectively. This partitioning enables us
to provide power estimates when using the open-page policy.
P (ACT) =

tRAS


(IDD0 −IDD3N ) × VDD /tRCnew

tRC


(IDD0 −IDD2N ) × VDD /tRCnew

n=tRAS+1

(IDD4R − IDD3N ) × VDD /tRCnew

(5)

(IDD4W − IDD3N ) × VDD /tRCnew

(6)

n=1
tW

n=1

D. Refresh Power
A refresh operation is used to retain the data in the SDRAM
by recharging the capacitors in the memory cells. A refresh
can be executed only when all the banks of the memory are
in the precharged state. A refresh thus consists of a single
Refresh command along with a set of pre-refresh NOPs that
gives enough time (at least tRP cycles) to precharge all the
banks each before executing the refresh. If all the banks all
already in the precharged idle state or the last command
of the last transaction was issued with an auto-precharge,
since the refresh would start only at the end of the autoprecharge of the last transaction, no explicit precharges will
be required. Accordingly, P(PRE) (Equation (4)) is consumed
(with a transaction length of tRP) for the number of precharges
(N(PRE)) issued and IDD2N current is consumed for the tRP
cycles associated with those Precharges. Micron’s model fails
to consider the power consumed during pre-refresh clock
cycles, as a part of refresh power (issue (4) raised in Section I).
The refresh command by itself, consumes IDD5 current over
the refresh cycles (tRFC). The refresh and pre-refresh power
components add up over tREF (=tRP+tRFC) cycles to give
the total refresh power, as shown in Equation (7).

tRP


 

IDD2N × VDD + N (PRE) × P (PRE) /tREF
P (REF)=
n=1

+

tRFC


IDD5 ×VDD /tREF (7)

n=1

E. Auxiliary Power Components
(3)

n=1

P (PRE) =

P (WR) =

tR


(4)

Besides these basic power components, other auxiliary
power components are associated with every read and write
operation. When a write is issued, the external signal used to
drive the data to the memory needs to be terminated on the
memory module to avoid distortions of other signals on the

memory, using a termination resistor. This termination power
is consumed whenever a write is issued. Similarly, when a
read is issued the power required to drive the data out through
the device I/O, must also be accounted for and is referred to as
the I/O power. These power components are not described in
this paper, since they can be employed directly from Micron’s
power model [1]. In order to calculate the total power for
termination during a write operation, the termination power
per data bit, P (WDQ ), and the number of data bits written,
N (WDQ ), must be multiplied. Similarly, to calculate the total
power for data I/O during a read operation, the I/O power
per data bit, P (RDQ ), and the number of data bits read,
N (RDQ ), must be multiplied. In addition to these power
equations, power is consumed when switching from a readto-write or a write-to-read or when the memory is idle. Their
power equations are not explicitly provided here, since they are
relatively simple and can be derived from the P (ActBG ) and
P (PreBG ) power equations previously shown in Equations (1)
and (2) respectively, using the duration of these switching or
idle cycles as the transaction length.
F. Transaction and Trace Power Computation
To estimate power consumption of an entire trace or a transaction, we provide a generic power equation which applies
to the whole of a trace. This equation can be employed for
any window of analysis from a single transaction (including
idle transactions) to the entire application trace and is valid
for any degree of bank-parallelism and any memory access
(open/close page) policy (issue (3) raised in Section I). This
equation (shown in Equation (8)) is highly parameterized and
together with the individual components described earlier ﬁts
a transaction of any length. All the power values are obtained
from Equations (1) to (6) described before, while P (RDQ )
(I/O power) and P (WDQ ) (Termination power) are obtained
from Micron’s power model [1] for the total numbers of data
bits read or written. These parameters can be obtained from
any memory controller for every memory transaction.
P (Trace) = P (ActBG )×N (ActBG )+P (PreBG )×N (PreBG )
nBanks-1

+
P (ACT)×N (ACT)(i)+P (PRE)×N (PRE)(i)+ P (RD)
i=0


×N (RD)(i) +P (WR)×N (WR)(i) +P (REF)×N (REF)
+P (RDQ )×N (RDQ )+P (WDQ )×N (WDQ )

(8)

In Equation (8), nBanks refers to the number of banks
accessed in parallel in that transaction/trace and N (ActBG )
and N (PreBG ) refer to the number of active and precharge
cycles, respectively. N (ACT)(i) and N (PRE)(i) , refer to the
number of ACT and PRE commands, and N (RD)(i) and
N (WR)(i) refer to the number of reads and writes per bank
(i). N (REF) refers to the number of Refreshes in the trace.
It should be noted that each Read and Write corresponds
to a burst count (BC) of one and hence, transactions with
burst counts greater than one are deﬁned by as many read
and write commands. Since this power equation is highly
parameterized, it can be employed for any transaction from any
given memory controller. For instance, if a memory controller

employs two bank access with close-page policy, for a read
transaction with a burst count (BC) of 4, i = 2, N (ACT)(i)
= 2, N (PRE)(i) = 2, N (RD) = 8, N (WR) = 0, N (REF) =
0, (N (RDQ )) = 1024 and (N (WDQ )) = 0. If an open-page
policy is employed, the N (ACT)(i) and N (PRE)(i) values
are determined by the need for activating and precharging
the particular banks. Equations (1) through (8) can thus be
employed to resolve issues (2) to (4) raised in Section I. In
Sections VI, VII and VIII, we provide equations to resolve the
issue (1) regarding modeling of state transitions from different
memory states to the power-down and the self-refresh modes.
VI. S TAND - BY TO P OWER -D OWN M ODE T RANSITIONS
Micron’s power model does not provide power values for the
transition period to power-down modes, resulting in optimistic
estimates of power savings. This section corrects this optimism
with power equations related to the transition periods from
stand-by modes to different power-down modes. As speciﬁed
before, certain timing constraints are to be respected when the
memory controller decides to employ one of the power-down
modes, as detailed in the following sections.
A. Active Power-down
When an active power-down is issued in the active standby mode, a time period of tCPDED is required to enter the
power-down mode and block all the input signals. Including
this time period, the DRAM must be in power-down mode for
a time period of tPD, which may vary from a minimum of
tCKE to a maximum of 9× tREFI for any DDRx SDRAM.
When employing this mode, either a fast-exit or a slowexit policy can be selected for DDR2. The fast-exit powerdown mode has an exit transition period of tXARD, which is
shorter than that of the slow-exit power-down mode given by
tXARDS. The difference between the two modes is that the
former saves less power than the latter, owing to the shorter
transition period and thus, with a smaller performance penalty.
For DDR3, only the slow-exit active power-down mode is
supported with an exit timing constraint of tXP. The memory
consumes active standby IDD3N current during the transition
periods when switching to the power-down mode. For DDR2,
during tPD (actual power-down time), the memory consumes
IDD3P0 current for the fast-exit mode and IDD3P1 current for the
slow-exit mode. For DDR3, it is given by IDD3P . As before,
the power values are scaled over the total active power-down
duration (including transition period) taken as the transaction
length (tRCnew ). Using these current values and actual timing
parameters, we derive the power equations for fast-exit and
slow-exit active power-down modes, in Equations (9) and (10):


tPD
tXARD

IDD3P0 +
IDD3N × VDD /tRCnew (9)
P (APDF ) =
n=1

P (APDS ) =


tPD

n=1
tXARDS


IDD3P1 +

n=1

IDD3N


× VDD /tRCnew (10)

n=1

B. Precharge Power-down
When a power-down is issued in the precharge stand-by
mode, a time period of tCPDED is required to enter the powerdown mode. Including this time period, the DRAM must be in

power-down mode for tPD cycles, as deﬁned in the previous
sub-section. When employing this mode, either a fast-exit or
a slow-exit policy can be selected for DDR3. The fast-exit
power-down mode has an exit transition period of tXP and the
slow-exit power-down mode has an exit transition period of
tXPDLL. For DDR2, only the slow-exit precharge power-down
mode is supported with similar timing constraints as DDR3.
In the precharge power-down mode, the memory consumes
precharge standby IDD2N current during the transition periods
when switching to the power-down mode. During tPD (powerdown time), the memory consumes IDD2P1 and IDD2P0 currents
in the fast-exit mode and slow-exit mode, respectively. For
DDR2, this is given by IDD2P . Using these current values,
we derive the power equations for the fast-exit and slow-exit
precharge power-down modes, as shown in Equations (11)
and (12), respectively. The total precharge power-down duration (including transitions) is the transaction length (tRCnew ).


tPD
tXP

IDD2P1 + IDD2N ×VDD /tRCnew
P (PPDF ) =
n=1



tPD
tXPDLL

IDD2P0 +
IDD2N ×VDD /tRCnew
P (PPDS ) =
n=1

(11)

n=1

(12)

n=1

VII. ACTIVE TO P OWER -D OWN M ODE T RANSITIONS
This section presents power equations that address transitions from active memory states to the power-down states.
These include transitions after issuing commands like RD, WR,
REF, ACT, PRE and MRS (Mode Register Set), thus covering
almost all transitions to the power-down modes. When such
SDRAM commands are involved in state transitions to the
power-down modes, for accurate trace energy analysis, the
equations presented in this section must be substituted appropriately for the command power equations in Section V.
A. Read or Write to Power-down
If a power-down is scheduled after a Read or a Write
(without an auto-precharge), the memory controller must wait
at least tRDPDEN or tWRPDEN cycles, respectively, before
issuing the (active) power-down. During these cycles, active
stand-by current of IDD3N is consumed. In addition, P(RD)
and P(WR) is consumed during the BL/2 cycles of data
transfer for read and write, respectively. These are calculated
over tRDPDEN and tWRPDEN, which must be taken as the
transaction lengths of the read and write transactions used
in Equations (5) and (6), respectively. Also, P (RDQ ) (I/O
power) is consumed for each data bit read out and P (WDQ )
(Termination power) is consumed for every data bit written.
Equations (13) and (14) give the power for transition from
a Read and a Write (without an auto-precharge) to an active
power-down mode. The power numbers for the active powerdown modes can be obtained using Equations (9) and (10).

n=1

n=1

(P (WDQ ))×(N (WDQ )) /tWRPDEN

(14)

If a power-down is scheduled after Read is issued with an
auto-precharge, the waiting time before entering a (precharge)
power-down mode is also deﬁned by tRDPDEN and hence,
Equation (13) holds for this transition as well. However, if a
Write is issued with an auto-precharge, the memory controller
must wait tWRAPDEN cycles before issuing the (precharge)
power-down. The active stand-by current of IDD3N is consumed
during the tWRAPDEN-1 cycles before the auto-precharge is
issued and IDD2N is consumed for the precharge cycle. In
addition, P(WR) is consumed during the BL/2 cycles of data
transfer (calculated using Equation (6) with transaction length
tWRAPDEN), besides the P (WDQ ) (Termination power) for
every data bit written to the memory. Also, P(PRE) (Equation (4)) is consumed for the auto-precharge with transaction
length tWRAPDEN. Equation (15) gives the power for transition from a write (with an auto-precharge) to a power-down
mode. The power estimates for the precharge power-down
modes can be obtained using Equations (11) and (12).
 tWRAPDEN-1
tWRAPDEN

 

(IDD3N ) + IDD2N × VDD +
(P(WR)
P (WAPD )=
n=1

n=1

+ P(PRE)) + (P (WDQ ))×(N (WDQ )) /tWRAPDEN

(15)

B. Other Active Modes to Power-down
Here, we look at transitions to power-down modes after
Refresh (REF), Precharge (PRE), MRS (Mode Register Set)
and Activate (ACT) commands are issued. As in the previous
cases, a particular timing constraint needs to be respected after
each of these commands is issued, before the memory is asked
to power-down by the memory controller. For instance, if a Refresh command has been issued, this timing constraint is given
by tREFPDEN, for a Precharge command by tPRPDEN, for an
MRS command by tMRSPDEN and for an Activate command
by tACTPDEN. In the case of Refresh, Precharge and MRS
commands, the precharge stand-by current (IDD2N ) and the
corresponding command current are consumed during this
transition period and the memory transitions to the precharge
power-down mode. In the case of an Activate command, the
active stand-by current (IDD3N ) and the activate command
current (P(ACT)) are consumed during this transition period
and the memory transitions to the active power-down mode.
The power values for the transitions from ACT, PRE and
REF commands to power-down modes, can be obtained using
Equations (16), (17), and (18), respectively.

tACTPDEN
 
IDD3N×VDD +P(ACT) /tACT P DEN (16)
P (ACTPD ) =
n=1
tPRPDEN


tRDPDEN
tRDPDEN


IDD3N × VDD +
P(RD)+
P (RPD )=
n=1

(P (RDQ ))×(N (RDQ )) /tRDPDEN

tWRPDEN
tWRPDEN


IDD3N × VDD +
P(WR)+
P (WPD )=


IDD2N × VDD + P(PRE) /tP RP DEN (17)

P (PREPD ) =

n=1

(13)

n=1
tREFPDEN



IDD2N × VDD + P(REF) /tREF P DEN (18)

P (REFPD )=

n=1

To evaluate our generic power model, we employed a cycleaccurate model of our SDRAM memory controller [20] that
interleaves over a given number of banks determined at design
time. Most importantly, the memory controller is ﬂexible
and supports different conﬁgurations and policies. For our
analysis, we used power numbers for DDR3-800 from Micron
datasheets [14]. We perform ﬁve experiments (presented in
Sections IX-B through IX-F) to highlight the contributions of
our proposed power model and present signiﬁcant improvements in power and energy estimation compared to Micron’s
SDRAM power model. Modiﬁcations to the memory controller
conﬁguration and policies are presented for every experiment
individually and the platform setup and conﬁguration for the
H.263 decoder experiment is discussed in Section IX-F.
B. Actual Transaction Lengths and their Impact on Energy
In our ﬁrst experiment, we derive the actual transaction
lengths (tRCnew ) obtained when varying the number of banks
interleaved and the burst count (BC) of the data read out in a
Read transaction when employing a close-page policy with a
burst length (BL) of 8 words using our memory controller [20].

n=1

n=1

IX. R ESULTS AND A NALYSIS
This section compares the unmodiﬁed Micron model against
our proposed model in terms of power and energy consumption
and power savings estimation.
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Fig. 5.

Transaction Lengths (tRCnew ) for different Burst Counts

As can be noticed in Figure 5, the actual transaction lengths
(tRCnew ) for the different accesses are very different from the
minimal tRC of 20 clock cycles reported by the datasheets.
To analyze the impact of the actual transaction lengths on
the energy estimates, we scale the energy consumption values
obtained from Micron’s power model for the basic power
components to the actual timing parameters and compare them
against those from our power model. As an example, we
select 4 bank-interleaving read and write transactions with
burst count of 1 and burst length of 8 words (2 bytes per
word) to access 64 bytes of data using a close-page policy.
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(tCKSRE+tCKSRX)


IDD2P0 + IDD6 ×VDD/tSREF+P (SR) (20)
P (SREF) =
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VIII. S ELF -R EFRESH M ODE T RANSITION
Sections VI and VII covered all possible transitions to
the different power-down states. In this section, we discuss
the transitions to the Self-Refresh mode. The Self-Refresh
command is used in DDR SDRAMs to retain data even when
the clock is stopped. In this condition, the rest of the memory
system is powered down, but the memory internally performs
refreshes to maintain its contents without an external clock.
In order to switch to the Self-Refresh mode, it must be
ensured that the SDRAM is idle and all its banks are in
the precharge state with tRP satisﬁed. After issuing the SelfRefresh command, the Clock Enable Signal (CKE) must be
kept ‘Low’ to maintain the memory in the Self-Refresh mode.
The minimum time that the SDRAM must remain in SelfRefresh mode is given by tCKESR. This includes tCPDED to
block all the input signals, tCKSRE (Self-Refresh entry time),
tCKSRX (Self-Refresh exit time) and a minimum tCKE period
within which the SDRAM memory must initiate at least one
Refresh command. When exiting the Self-Refresh mode, it
must be ensured that the clock is stable and then, the CKE can
be changed to ‘High’. A timing constraint of at least tXSDLL
must be satisﬁed before any other valid command is issued to
the memory. The total time required for the Self-Refresh to
ﬁnish is indicated by tSREF.
During the tXSDLL cycles, IDD2N (precharge stand-by) current is consumed and during the tCKSRE and tCKSRX cycles,
slow-exit precharge power down current (IDD2P0 for DDR3
and IDD2P for DDR2) is consumed. P(PRE) (Equation (4)) is
consumed (with a transaction length of tRP) for the number
of precharges (N(PRE)) issued before self-refresh and IDD2N
current is consumed for the tRP cycles associated with those
Precharges. During the Self-Refresh cycles, the self-refresh
current (IDD6 ) is consumed. Equation (19) gives the power
consumption for the entry and exit transition periods of the
Self-Refresh mode and Equation (20) gives the total power
consumption for the Self-Refresh mode.

A. Basic Experimental Setup
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In the equations presented above, P(ACT), P(PRE) and
P(REF) are obtained from Equations (3), (4) and (7), respectively, with the transition periods used as their transaction lengths. For the transition from MRS command to the
precharge power-down mode, the power value can be obtained
by multiplying IDD2N (precharge stand-by current) by VDD
(supply voltage) and the energy value by multiplying this
power number by tMRSPDEN constraint. Again, the power
values for the active and precharge power-down modes can be
obtained using Equations (9), (10), (11) and (12), respectively.
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Fig. 6.

Read, Write and Refresh Transaction Energy Comparison

C. Energy Comparison for Open and Close Page Policies
In our next experiment, we conﬁgure the memory controller
to support open-page and close-page policies while still interleaving over 4 banks with burst count of 1. We observe the
energy consumption values for the transactions corresponding
to different memory access policies discussed in Section IV.
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In the graph depicted in Figure 6, the read transaction has
a tRCnew of 32 cycles and tRASnew of 27 cycles, whereas the
write transaction has a tRCnew of 37 cycles and tRASnew of 32
cycles. The refresh request has a transaction length tRCnew =
49 cycles. The minimum values from the DDR3-800 datasheet
are tRC = 20 cycles, tRAS = 15 cycles and tRFC of 44 cycles.
As can be seen in Figure 6, Micron’s power model overestimates the Read (RD) and Write (WR) power components,
since it employs the minimum timing constraints and combines
the energy consumption for the ACT and PRE commands.
The ACT(BG) and PRE(BG) estimates (background power
components) are found to be similar in both the models.
The I/O and Termination power components are employed
directly from Micron’s model and added appropriately to the
total read and write transaction energy estimates. Note that
Micron reports higher energy consumption numbers for RD
and WR commands by around 37% and 45%, respectively,
and in terms of the total Read and Write transaction power
by around 15% and 18%, respectively. We also observe that
Micron’s numbers for Refresh are lower by around 27%, since
it does not consider the power consumed during the required
pre-refresh precharging of all the banks.
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Fig. 8.

Energy Comparison for Stand-by to Power-Down and Self-Refresh

The graph in Figure 8 shows that Micron’s model overestimates the energy-savings in the slow-exit precharge powerdown mode (PPD) by up to 60% compared to our estimates,
when the power-down duration is at its minimum (tPPDmin ) of
14 clock cycles (in the case of DDR3-800). The corresponding
difference in the savings reported for the active power-down
mode (APD) is 12%. As the power-down duration increases
(in this case, by a multiple of tPPDmin ), the impact of power
consumption during the transition period on the total energy
savings, reduces. For the self-refresh (SR) mode (minimum
transaction length of 529 cycles for DDR3-800), the difference
in power savings swings from 80% for a transaction length of
560 cycles (40 times tPPDmin ) to 44% for a transaction length
of 1120 cycles (80 times tPPDmin ). At the granularity of 560
cycles, the self-refresh period is very close to the minimum
self-refresh transaction length of 529 cycles, which gives
minimum power savings. As the granularity of the powerdown or self-refresh increases, the savings increases and the
difference between our model and Micron’s reduces.
E. Impact of Transitions from Active to Power-Down states
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Fig. 7. Read/Write Energy Comparison for different Memory access policies

Figure 7 shows that the difference in the values reported
by Micron’s model against ours ranges from 18% in the case
of AP Read to 67% in the case of NAP Read. In the latter
case, the difference in higher since Micron’s model assumes
a close-page policy by default, but the NAP Read does not
have an Activate command in the transaction (Figure 3(c)).
The splitting up of the ACT-PRE command power in the
Equations (3) and (4), to support the open-page policy in our
power model, enables us to visualize this difference.
D. Impact of Transitions from Idle to Power-Saving states
In the next experiment, we compare the percentage energysavings reported by Micron’s model against those obtained
from our model, for the self-refresh, the active and the slowexit precharge power-down modes. Figure 8 depicts this difference across different granularities (power-down/self-refresh
duration) of the power-down and self-refresh modes. The fastexit precharge power-down mode has similar savings as the
active power-down mode and is hence not depicted in graph.

In our next experiment, we compare the energy consumption
estimates of both the models when transitioning from active
states to power-down states. These include transitions after
issuing Read (RD), Write (WR) and Refresh (REF) commands
to active power-down (APD) or slow-exit precharge powerdown (PPD) states. In Table II, we present the percentage difference in the energy estimates for these transitions, between
the unmodiﬁed Micron model and our power model.
TABLE II
P ERCENTAGE D IFFERENCE IN E NERGY (M ICRON V S . O UR M ODEL )
ACTIVE MODES TO P OWER -D OWN T RANSITIONS
Transition
Mode
RD to APD
RD to PPD
WR to APD
WR to PPD
REF to PPD

Operation
Energy %
37.3
37.3
42.3
42.3
-27.64

Background
Energy %
-93.7
-93.7
-95
-95.2
0

Transition
Energy %
-16.25
-16.25
-12.04
-13.75
-27.64

As can be observed from Table II, Micron’s power model,
in general, underestimates the transition period energy consumption for transitions from active to power-down states. For
instance, when transitioning from RD to APD, the transition
period is 16 cycles, before entering power-down mode. The
unmodiﬁed Micron model does not include the transition
period and under-estimates background energy by 93.7% and

over-estimates energy for the RD operation by 37.3%. These
erroneous estimates however, cancel each other out to some
extent, resulting in an overall energy under-estimation error by
16.25%. This does not take away the fact that these differences
are signiﬁcant and can lead to incorrect run-time decisions. For
instance, the memory controller may decide to power-down the
memory for shorter durations than may be actually required.
F. Energy Analysis of H.263 Decoder Application
In our ﬁnal experiment, we execute an H.263 video decoder
application to decode one video frame and compare the energy
results obtained when using the unmodiﬁed Micron power
model against our proposed power model.
System Setup: The H.263 video decoder application [21] is
executed on the Simplescalar [22] tool, with a 2KB L1-Data
cache, 2KB L1-Instruction cache, a 32KB shared L2 cache and
64 bytes cache lines conﬁguration. We ﬁltered out the L2 cache
misses (meant for the SDRAM memory) and forwarded them
to a trace-based trafﬁc generator (a processing element) in our
SystemC simulation model of a predictable MPSoC [23]. The
processing elements in our system setup communicate with the
SDRAM memory controller [20] (described before) through
the AEthereal network-on-chip [24]. At the memory controller,
the transactions are executed and the commands to the memory
with all the relevant signals are logged to get the SDRAM
command trace, which we employ to obtain the actual timings
between commands. Since the burst length (BL) employed by
DDR3-800 is 8 words each 16 bits (2 bytes) long, we employ a
burst count (BC) of 1 and interleave transactions over 4 banks,
to obtain 64-byte accesses to the SDRAM memory.
Energy Comparison: The overall composition of the H.263
decoder application, in terms of SDRAM transactions included
166788 reads and 7296 writes. When using the close-page
policy, the H.263 decoder application took 1578414 cycles
for completion. On the other hand, when using the open-page
policy, it took 1017166 cycles, indicating that the open-page
policy was able to exploit the spatial locality of data in the
memory. This also had a signiﬁcant impact on energy numbers.
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H.263 Energy Comparison

Figure 9 shows the difference in the energy numbers for
reads, writes and refreshes, besides the total application’s
SDRAM energy consumption. As can be noticed, Micron
(assuming a close-page policy) over-estimates total energy
consumption by 18% compared to our close-page policy implementation and by 28% compared to our open-page policy.

X. C ONCLUSION
This paper presents an improved SDRAM power model
that takes into account all the state transitions to power-down
and self-refresh states and the actual timing parameters, from
any given memory controller. Our generic power model also
supports both open and close page policies and any degree of
bank-interleaving. We evaluated our power model and showed
differences of up to 67% in a read transaction energy when
employing the open-page policy and up to 60% in energy
savings for the precharge power-down mode and up to 80%
for the self-refresh mode between Micron’s model and our
model. These signiﬁcant differences highlight the importance
of modeling transition period power and employing actual
timings in estimating energy consumption of DDR SDRAMs.
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